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Optical, dielectric and opto-electrical study of Se-Te-Ge
glassy thin films
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Addition of germanium to the Se–Te alloy causes change in the optical, dielectric and henceforth the opto-electrical and
physical properties of Se—Te—Ge alloys. Se80Te15Ge5, Se80Te13Ge7 and Se80Te10Ge10 amorphous thin films have been
prepared from corresponding glasses on the microscopic glass slides via vacuum resistive heating. The optical band gap of
these thin films has been resolved from the transmission spectra and found to increase from 1.54 eV to 1.62 eV. Dielectric
constant () has been determined from the values of refractive index (n), extinction coefficient (k) calculated using
Swanepoel approach and found to decrease with the addition of Ge content. Some theoretical parameters have also been
calculated. The changes in optical parameters with composition of the thin films have been interpreted on the basis of the
theoretical parameters i.e. lone-pair electrons, coordination number, glass forming ability, deviation of stoichiometry and
electronegativity. The variation of the greater part of the specified parameters is due to the change in covalent characters of
the films under investigation.
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1. Introduction
Amorphous materials have attracted much attention
after the discovery of chalcogenide glasses, which are
utilized as a part of various optoelectronics applications in
different areas. Chalcogenide glasses are disordered noncrystalline materials which are generally strongly bonded
materials than oxide glasses [1-3]. The lack of long range
arrangements and variation in chemical composition
allows the modification in the optical properties of
chalcogenide glasses. Physical properties of chalcogenides
such as high non-linearity refractive index make them
ideal for active devices. Se—Te alloys are promising
glasses and are widely used in technological and
commercial purposes such as, holographic solar cell [4],
infrared and recently in re-writable optical data recording
[5,6]. Ge—Se system is widely studied system [7-10]. The
noncrystalline Se—Te—Ge glassy alloys are useful as a
good photovoltaic material, mixing the Se—Te alloy with
Ge, enlarges the glass forming region and also create
integrative disorder in the system and effects the
structural, optical and physical properties [11-15].
In the present work, we have researched some of the
experimental and theoretical results based on the optical,
dielectric and optoelectric properties of Se80Te20-xGex (x
=5, 7 and 10) thin films. The optical energy gap both
experimentally and theoretically has been estimated, and
the dielectric constants and some other related parameters
has also been calculated and discussed. The experimental
results of Se—Te—Ge glasses has been interpreted in
terms of different theoretical parameters.

2. Experimental details
Three compositions of Se80Te15Ge5, Se80Te13Ge7 and
Se80Te10Ge10 have been formed by the melt quenching
method given in details in previous work [16]. The
structure identification for the three compositions under
study was affirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
electron dispersive X-ray spectrum (EDX) analysis
discussed elsewhere [17]. Thin films of the glasses were
deposited under vacuum of 10−5 Torr, by thermal
evaporation technique. The details have been given
elsewhere [16,17]. A double beam spectrophotometer
(UV-310PC Shimadzu) has been used for obtaining the
transmission spectra of the prepared films in 500 nm to
2500 nm wavelength range. All the above mentioned
measurements have been performed at room temperature.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Transmission spectra and optical parameters
The optical transmission data has been utilized for
calculating the optical parameters i.e. refractive index (n)
and extinction coefficient (k). Fig. 1 presents the
transmission spectra of Se80Te15Ge5, Se80Te13Ge7 and
Se80Te10Ge10 thin films with nearly the same thickness ≈
450 nm. The envelope method proposed by Swanepoel
[18,19] has been employed to evaluate the values of n, k
and the thickness of the measured films for different
compositions. The details of the method used for the
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determination of the optical parameters may be seen
elsewhere [2,18-19].

Fig. 1. Transmission spectra of Se80Te15Ge5, Se80Te13Ge7
and Se80Te10Ge10 films with nearly the same thickness

Figs. 2 and 3 reveal the spectral dependence of n and
k with wavelength (). As seen, n exhibits an anomalous
dispersion for  < 820 nm while for > 820 nm, n shows a
standard dispersion. The values of both n and k have been
found to fall with the increase of as well as Ge content.
The decrease in k with  indicates that the portion of light
lost is attributable to the scattering that causes a decrease
in absorbance. This decrease in the values of n with Ge
content may also be in analogy with the atomic
polarizability of sample elements. Considering the
Lorentz-Lorenz relation the atomic polarizability will
decrease with the decrease of atomic radius. So there is a
decrease in refractive index values on account of the
atomic radius of Ge (122 pm) which is less than the atomic
radius of Te (135 pm). Our results have been well
supported by earlier studies [11,20-22].

3.2. Analysis of the dispersion parameters
The dispersion parameters play a significant part in
understanding the features of the optical materials.
Employing the single effective oscillatory model
suggested by Wemple and Didomenico (WDD) [23,24],
one can be competent to examine the dispersion energy
parameters. WDD [23,24] found that both crystalline and
amorphous materials can be defined by the following
equation; (n2  1)  ( E o E d ) ( E o2  (h ) ) , where h is
the photon energy, Eo is the average energy gap or
oscillator energy and Ed is the oscillator strength or the
dispersion energy.
2

Fig. 2. Spectral behavior of refractive index (n) for
Se80Te20-xGex (x=5, 7 and 10) film compositions

Fig. 4. Variation of (n2-1)-1 vs. (hν)2 for
Se80Te20-xGex (x = 5, 7 and 10) film compositions

Fig. 3. Spectral behavior of extinction coefficient (k)
for Se80Te20-xGex (x = 5, 7 and 10) film compositions

Fig. 4 represents the plot of (n2-1)-1 against (h)2 for
the three compositions under study. The values of the
oscillator parameters (Eo and Ed) can be directly
determined from the slopes and intercepts of
characteristics given in Fig. 4. For h  0 , WDD
equation can be rewritten for static refractive index (no) as
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n o  (1  ( E d / E o )) 0.5 . The high frequency dielectric
constant ∞ has been determined from the relation;
   n02 . The estimated values of Eo, Ed, no, and ∞ are
listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Some optical parameters of
Se80Te20-xGex (x = 5, 7 and 10) thin film compositions
Parameter

Value
Se80Te15Ge5

Se80Te13Ge7

Se80Te10Ge10

Eo, (eV)

2.28

2.58

2.79

Ed, (eV)

10.56
6.32
6.32
2.37
2.45 × 1055

11.74
5.98
6.02
2.35
2.34× 1055

12.38
5.87
5.93
2.33
1.59 × 1055

1.54

1.58

1.62

0.118
1.52

0.105
1.72

0.068
1.86

1.705

1.724

1.74

L
∞

no
N/m*,
(m-3kg-1)
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Eg
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Fig. 6. Photon energy dependence of ln for
Se80Te20-xGex (x = 5, 7 and 10) film compositions

It can be seen that the obtained values of the
dispersion energy parameters Eo and Ed increase with an
increase in the Ge proportion at the expense of Te content.
The lattice dielectric constant (L) dependence of the and
n
has
been
given
by
the
relation
[4];
2
2
2 *
2
2
n   L  ( N e 4 m  o c )  , where N is the
carrier concentration, m* is the effective mass, c is the
velocity of light, e is the electron charge and o is the free
space dielectric constant. The dependence of n2 on 2 has
been found to be linear at higher wavelength (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Variation of n2 vs. λ2 for Se80Te20-xGex (x= 5, 7
and 10) film compositions

Fig. 7. Photon energy dependence of (h1/2 for
Se80Te20-xGex (x = 5, 7 and 10) film compositions

The values of L and the ratio of carrier concentration
to effective mass have been determined by deriving 2 = 0
and from the slopes of these plots respectively. The values
of L and (N/m*) are given in Table 1. As seen from Table
1 the composition dependent values of L and ∞ are in
good agreement with each other. The spectral distribution
of the absorption coefficient (, khas been took
to examine the sort of the existing optical transitions (Fig.
6). The absorption edge has been examined to show the
effect of replacing Te with Ge for optical band gap values
and the type of optical band gap transitions, according to
Tauc,s relation [25];  h  B ( h  E opt
) r , where B is a
g
constant and is called band tail parameter, E opt
g is the
optical band gap and r is the power factor which identifies
the type of optical transitions in the gap. The nature of
these thin films has been noticed to be indirect, after fitting
different values of r. Plotting (αh)1/2 versus photon
energy and extrapolating the linear part for h approaching
zero (Fig. 7) for all thin films under study. The point
where the extrapolated line meets the photon energy axis
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provides the values of the indirect optical gap E opt
g for
values
Se80Te20-xGex (x = 5, 7 and 10) thin films. The E opt
g
are given in Table . The values of optical band gap have
been found to enhance with the increase of Ge proportion.
Similar results have been given in literature [26]. Many
authors [13,27,28] confirmed the decrease of E opt
g with
increasing Te content in GeSeTe ternary system and vice
versa. In most amorphous materials the absorption
coefficient dependence on photon energy is known as
Urbach
empirical
relation
[29,30],
ln
lnh/EU)where is constant and EU is the band
tail width of the localized states in the optical gap. The
behavior of ln againsthfor the three compositions
under study have been given in figure 6. The Urbach band
tail width (EU) values estimated from the slopes of the
straight lines and have been reported in Tables . It has
been observed that EU values decrease with increasing the
Ge content. EU corresponds to the transition between tail
and the band state and is considered as a measure of the
randomness in the glass structure. Enhancing the Ge
content in Se—Te—Ge thin films results in the blue
shifting of the absorption edge of E opt
g , while the decrease
of EU is attributed to the lessen in the disordered atoms and
defects in the structural bonding. The value of E opt
has
g
also been deduced from the empirical WDD dispersion
relation; Eo = (3/2) EWD
[24]. The values of EWD
obtained
g
g
from this relations have been given in Table for the three
compositions under study. The band gap has been
calculated theoretically according to Shimakawa’s relation
[31];
th
E g ( Se  Te  Ge )  A E g ( Se )  B E g (Te )  C E g (Ge ) ,
where A, B and C are the volume fraction of Se, Te and Ge
respectively, and Eg (Se), Eg (Te) and Eg (Ge) are the
energy gap values of Se (1.95 eV), Te (0.65 eV) and Ge
(0.95 eV) respectively. The values of Ethg are presented in
,
Table . Comparing the values of E opt
g from the Tauc s

th
with EWD
g and Eg values, we can easily observe that the
variation of the optical gap follow the same trend with
increasing Ge % and decreasing Te content. Our results are
in harmony with other ones reported in literature [32,33].
The optical conductivity () for thin films depends
strongly on the optical band gap and other related
parameters such as the absorption coefficient and
refractive index. can be calculated by using the relation;
nc where c is the speed of light. Fig. 8 shows
the dependence of optical conductivity upon photon
energy for the investigated thin film compositions. As seen
the optical conductivity enhances with raising the photon
energy, this is due to the electron’s excitation by photon
energy.

Fig. 8. Variation of optical conductivity with the photon
energy for Se80Te20-xGex (x = 5, 7 and 10) film compositions

3.3. Theoretical interpretation of the experimental
optical data
The lone-pair electrons (L) play an important role in
chalcogenide glasses comprising a large amount of group
VI elements (Se and/or Te). Lone pair electrons constitute
the top of the valence band while the anti bonding bond
makes the bottom of the conduction band [1]. Lone-pair
electrons are equal to L = V - Nc, where V is valance
electrons and Nc is the average coordination number. The
average coordination number characterizes the electronic
properties of semiconductor material and it represents the
bonding character in the nearest-neighbor regions. Nc has
been calculated using the standard method [35];
N c  ( a N Se  b N Te  c N Ge ) ( a  b  c ) , where NSe
=2, NTe = 3, NGe = 4, while a, b and c are the atomic ratios
of Se, Te and Ge respectively. The results are listed in
Table . It has been seen from Table , that Nc increases
while V and L lessen with the raise of Ge content. The
decrease in L might be due to the interaction between Ge
ions and the lone-pair electrons of Se atoms [36-37].
According to Hruby [38] the glass forming ability is;
K ga  (T c  T g ) (T m  T c ) , where Tg is the glass
transition temperature, Tc is the crystallization temperature
and Tm is the melting temperature. The Tg, Tc and Tm for
the three studied compositions have been taken from the
DTA curves reported elsewhere [17] for the samples under
study and the calculated Kga values are listed in Table .
As seen from Table 2, the values of L and Kga are having
the same trend i.e. decrease with increasing Ge content.
This result is induced by the interaction of Ge ions and the
lone-pair electron of bridging Se in the glass network
[36,37]. This interaction has influence on the glass
formation ability. According to Liang [36] criterion, for
computing the ability of any system to retain its vitreous
state in case of ternary system the number of lone-pair
electrons must be larger than one. The results shown in
Table  support the above criterion reasonably well.
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Table 2. Theoretical parameters of Se80Te20-xGex
(x = 5, 7 and 10) thin film compositions
Parameter

Value

Ge having predominant covalent bonds. The degree of
covalence in the bond of the glassy alloys under
investigation has been calculated according to [42] as
C ovalent
character
%  e  0 . 25 (  A   B ) . The
2

Se80Te15Ge5

Se80Te13Ge7

Se80Te10Ge10

Nc

2.25

2.27

2.30

L
V
Kga
R

3.65
5.90
0.458
10.25
2.442

3.59
5.86
0.390
7.11
2.450

3.50
5.80
0.369
4.75
2.451
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calculated iconicity and covalent character of the expected
combination for the compositions under study are given in
Table . Glass forming ability (kg) of the elements is high
if they have more than 90% of covalent character. The
presence of Ge replacing Te leads the composition towards
more ionic in character. In conclusion all the above
mentioned parameters have been affected by Ge addition.

The parameter R determines the ratio of covalent
bonding prospects to the non-chalcogen possibilities and
has been termed as the deviation from stoichiometry. For
Se80Te20-xGex (x = 5, 7 and 10) thin films R is defined as
[39]; R  ( a N Se  b N Te ) c N Ge , where a, b and c are
the atomic fraction, and NTe, NSe and NGe are the
coordination number of Te, Se and Ge respectively. The
glassy alloy is considered to be chalcogen rich for R > 1
and is believed to be chalcogen poor if the value of R < 1.
It can be seen that, the calculated values of R have been
found to be > 1 (Table 2) and show a decrease with the
addition of Ge content. This confirms that our system
turning towards less chalcogen with the increase of Ge
content in the system under study. The results have been
supported by previously calculated parameters i.e. Nc, L,
Kga. Electronegativity ) of the glassy alloy is the
geometric mean of electronegativity of its components.
The electronegativity values of the atoms involved in our
system according to ref. [40] are 2.55 for Se, 2.10 for Te
and 2.01 for Ge. The calculated values of  have been
listed in Table .
Table 3. Percentage Iconic and covalent character of the
expected combination for Se80Te20-xGex (x = 5, 7 and 10)
thin film compositions
Bonds

Ionicity

Covalent character

Se—Te
Se—Ge
Te—Ge

4.94
7.04
0.21

95.06
92.96
99.79

According to Philips- Thorpe bond constraint theory
[41], the coordination number has some ionic character.
Ionicity of a bond has been calculated by using Pauling
2
relation [42]; Ionic character %  1  e0.25(  A  B) ,
where (  A   B ) is the difference in the electronegativity
of atoms involved in bond formation. A direct connection
has been found [41] between the strength of bond and the
glass formation. For large values of bond strength the glass
forming tendency is high and vice verse. Chalcogenide
glasses have been made from elements such as Se, Te, and

Fig. 9. Plots of photon energy dependence of (a) SELF
and (b) VELF for Se80Te20-xGex (x = 5, 7 and 10) film
compositions

The increase of Eg as well as with the increase of
Ge content has been rendered on the part of adulterating
effect. Te has an inclination to cause defects states and
produce chemical altering in the system, and this causes a
compositional alteration in the material due to variation in
bond length. So by decreasing Te the chemical disordering
of the system under study decrease and this causes the
decrease of lone-pair as seen in Table .
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3.4. Dielectric properties and optoelectronic
parameters
The real (ε1) and imaginary (ε2) portions of dielectric
constant give information for determining several optoelectrical parameters. These constants have been
determined using the equations [43]; ε1 = n2−k2 and ε2 =
2nk. The amount of energy loss by electrons while moving
through the material and on its surface is known as the
volume (VELF) & surface (SELF) energy loss function
respectively. Both the VELF & SELF depend on the real
and imaginary parts of the dielectric constants through the
following relations given in [2,43]; VELF   22 /( 12   22)
and SELF   22 /(( 11) 2   22) . Fig. 9 shows the variation
of VELF and SELF as a function of h for Se80Te20-xGex (x
= 5, 7 and 10) thin films. The two curves have similar
nature; however VELF values are larger than SELF values.

Fig. 10. Plots of photon energy dependence of (a) SELF
and (b) VELF for Se80Te20-xGex (x = 5, 7 and 10) film
compositions

The dielectric loss tangent (tan  is a measure of loss
rate in any dissipative system. tan  is dependent on the
real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant as tan
he dependence of tan on photon energy
(h) for Se80Te20-xGex (x = 5, 7 and 10) thin films has been
presented in Fig. 10.

4. Conclusion
The optical transmission of Se80Te20-xGex (x = 5,7 and
10) amorphous thin films has been measured in the
wavelength range from 500 nm to 2500 nm. An increase in
the optical energy gap with increasing the Ge content has
been observed. It has also been found that the refractive
index and the absorption coefficient decrease with
increasing the Ge content and as well as with increasing
the wavelength. The values of Nc increase while the value
of L decrease with the increasing of Ge content. But, the
presence of lone pair electron in the system (which well

above the criteria) creates chemical disordering. The
stoichiometry R decreases with the increase of Ge content.
The increase of the above mentioned parameters has been
explained on the part of adulterating effect caused by the
change in the compositions due to variation in bond
formation that disturbs the order of the glass. Adding Ge
to Se—Te leads to structural changes with the formation of
bonds having higher bond energy (i.e. Ge—Se bond energy
(2.12 eV) is greater than Se—Te bond energy 1.76 eV).
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